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13 August 2009 

Mr R Chadwick 
General Manager -Adjudication 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
23 Marcus Clarke Street 
Canberra ACT 2601 

Also for the attention of sarah.she~~ard@accc.aov.au. 

Dear Mr Chadwlck, 

REQUEST TO REVOKE COOPERATIVE BULK HANDLING LTD'S 
NOTIFICATION OF GRAIN EXPRESS 

Glenwre Grain Pty Ltd buys and sells grain in Australia. Its group company, Glencore Grain BV, buys and 
sells grain all over the world. 

In Western Australia Cooperative Bulk Handling Ltd, which stores grain around the state and operates the 
four grain ports of the state, requires that CBH organlse the transport of grain to port and that the grower pay 
for that transport. 

Uniquely in Australia, and to my knowfedge In the world, in Western Australia a marketer such as Glencore 
Grain is not allowed to organise the transport to port of grain that we buy. 

CBH's requirements are terms of Grain Express, a kind of excluslve dealing which it has notified to the 
commission and which was accepted by the commission's decision of 8 September 2008. 

However In January to March 2009 of this last grain season Glencore Grain's exports from the Western 
Australian ports were delayed by a total of over 123 laytime days by CBH's late delivery of grain to the pwts. 
This resulted in demurrage charges lo Glencore Grain of-. 

Also since February 2009 CBH has levied a novel surge charge which It has Imposed by threatening further 
delays if the charge was not paid. The surge charge has totalled-. 

Surge charges are set to continue in amounts such as $88,800 per vessel. 

While other marketerssuffered similar delays and charges, we do not belleve that they were similarly 
imposed on CBH's marketlng arms Grain Pool and Agra Corp. 
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In particular the surge charge: 

- Is not transparent: you cannot look through the charge and find a service which It provides. 

- is a levy. 

- is a levy which falls on marketers but not growers, since the charge was imposed after marketers had 
agreed prices with growers. 

The demurrage and surge charges effectively remove Glencore Grain's trading margin. Their effect is to 
deter us from operating in Western Australia. CBH's delays ruin the reputation of the state among overseas 
buyers. The practice of CBH exclusively organising transport to part excludes us and all marketers from that 
transport market. 

Glenwre Grain wishes to be In the position as H is everywhere else in Australia of deciding for itself how to 
transport grain to port. It is willing louse transport organised by CBH l the transport Is timely, cost effectlve, 
does not favour CBH's marketing arms and if CBH assumes some of the supply chain risk. But Glencore 
Grain does not wish to be forced to use CBH's transport whlch is, as it was last season, slow, expensive. 
favoured CBH's marketing subsidiaries Graln Pool and Agra Corp and purported to place all risk on Glenwre 
Graln. 

Thus Glemre Grain requests: 

A. Revocation by notice under s 93(3) Trade Practices Act 1974 

It Is requested that as soon as possible the commission notify CBH under s 93(3) so that CBH's 
anomalous practice of requiring all transport to port to be acquired only from CBH is brought to an end. 
The grounds for a s Q3(3) notice are that: 

- Graln Express has had the effed of substantially lessening competition h the market for 
transport of grain to port (being a market In which CBH engages) -to the extent that CBH has 
become the sole supplier of such transport. 

- transport to porl controlled by a single entity, CBH, is slow and costly, and thus a detriment to 
the public comprised of marketers, shipping lines and overseas buyers as well as growers. It is 
exploilative of marketers who are forced to pay the surge charge. 

- Grain Express has not resulted in a benefit to the public. 

Alternatively if the Grain Express conduct is properly characterised as third lineforcing. as it may be, the 
commission's notice should be under s 93(3A). 
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B. Other grounds for not sanctioning Grain Express 

It is requested that the commission's decision of 8 September 2008 sanctioning Grain Express be 
reversed since CBH's Grain Express notification was not exclusive dealing of the kind in s 47(2) of the 
Trade Practices Aci, as CBH claimed. 

It is also submitted that the transportation requirement in Grain Express it is not permitted by the 
Western Australian Bulk Handling Act 1967 and the regulations thereunder. Thus ihe cornmission as a 
matter of good order ought not to sanction the transport requirement In Grain Express. The same result 
is achieved by the commission in discharge of its duty under s 118 of the Australian Constitution giving 
full faith and credit to the publlc Acts of a state, in thls case the Western Australian Bulk Handling Act 
1967 and the reguialions thereunder. 

The background and details of these requests follow. 

C. Key points 

Some key points from the follo\nn'ng details are as follows: 

In furtherance of Grain Express CBH refused Glencore Grain's offer of trucks to get delayed grain to 
port - para 2.2 following. This delay was exacerbated by CBH failing to usesufficient trains - para 
3.1 

CBH's surge charge is a gross and unfair impost 

o The surge charge was not foreshadowed In CBH's briefing on Grain Express - para 1. 

o The surge charge is not provided for In the Grain Services Agreement. 

o The surge charge was forced on Glencore Grain in the middle of CBH's transport and 
shipping delays in February 2009 and had to be accepted on a day's notice on penalty of 
further delays - para 2.3. 

o The reason the surge charge could be forced on us was that we were not allowed to use any 
other transport under Grain Expresslthe GSA - para 2.3. 

o The surge charge could not be passed on by marketers lo their growers although the 
marketing arms of CBH, Grain Pool and Agra Corp could do thls by means of pools. 

o The surge charge was an opaque levy unrelated to particular transport costs. It is not 
transparent. 

o The surge charge is at the sole discretion of CBH. 
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o Thus Giencore Grain incurred surge charges totalling- 
2 u 

o lmposing the surge charge on the marketer makes misieading the CBH claim to your 
commission that it Is the grower who meets the cost of transport to port. X, 

o Imposing the surge charge makes misleading the practice of sale by growers to marketers 
"free in store" meaning that the purchase of grain covers the cost of its transporl to port. 

CBH's delays, totalling over 123 layflme days or over 20 days per vessel, were on any view grossly 
excessive. The usual laytime per vessel is one to two days and a laytime of four to fwe days has 
hitherto been regarded as extreme. 

There is no efecfivs ring fencing between CBH grain handling operations and its marketing arm, as 
shown by: 

o CBH's surge charge to pay for getting grain to port faster, imposed after we had agreed 
prices with growers, falllng on Glencore Grain, whereas CBH's maweling arm whlch 
operated on a pool could pass it on to growers - para 7. 

o At receival sltes CBH favouring its own carriers over those of competitors 

o The advance information about grain planted and to be sold requlred by CBH from growers 
and marketers being very useful to CBH's marketing arms. There is a fair risk that this could 
become known to the marketing arms - para 7. 

Land trensporf charges under Grain Express: 

o For the last season were 38% hlgher than the prevlous season para 3.2. 

o For the coming season will include a surge charge or levy as high as $88,800.00 per vessel 
-para 2.4. 

o In the case of a 7000 t delivery to the ~ G r o ~ o l i t a n  Graln Centre CBH charges a $6000 levy 
in addition to the carrier's actual charges - 3.4. 

o Further these charges may not even be for transport as they go Into an opaque unstructured 
Freight Fund controlled It seems by CBH and rail and road carrlers and from which the rail 
network may be repaired - para 4 -and CBH is not obliged to spend the charges on 
transport - para 2.8. 
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CBH's daims about Grain Express have been mIsIeading: 

o Grain Express was described as an 'industry initiative" and as 'coordination'. In fact it was 
CBH's Initiative and ils purpose, which has been achieved, is to give CBH a monopoly in 
transpwt to port - para-5.2. 

o It was misleading to say that markelers need equitable access to transport to be guaranteed 
by CBH. There are plenly of trucks and trains and marketers don't need a guarantee from 
CBH - para 8.1. 

o Accvslng marketers of gaming was wholly unfounded and Improper- para 8.2 

o Synergies Economic Consulting report is replete with unsubstantiated or mhleading daims - 
para 8.3 

CBH has admined that Grain Express was not up to scratch - to the tune of- additional 
cosl to CBH -para 9. Clearly it is m n g  to Impose such a loss-causlng system on Ule public. 

Grain Express is technkafy orleg~lly &wed: 

o It is not exclusive dealing wiVltn s 47(2) of the Trade Practices Act as daimed - para 10.1 
LL 

o It does not comply wNh the Western Australian Bulk Handling Act 1887 and regulations 
thereunder- an Act that speclcally governs the matters of grain hsndllng in questlon-10.2.1 
and .2 

o Y w  commission should not In the interests of good order and to comply with s 118 of the 
Australian ConsVlution sanction a system that does not comply with the directly relevant 
State Act - 10.2.3. 

I look forward to your advice on this request. Please contact me if you wish to discuss any aspect. 

Yours faithfully 

Chris Bmoks 

Managing Director 
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REQUEST BY GLENCORE GRAIN P N  LTD THAT THE 
AUSTRALIAN COMPETITON AND CONSUMER COMMISSION 

REVOKE 

COOPERATIVE BULK HANDLING LTD'S NOTIFICATION OF GRAIN EXPRESS 

1. BACKGROUND 

This request amplifies our objections to CBH organising transport for our grain outlined at our meeting with 
yourself, Ms Sarah Shepherd and other officers at the commission's Melbourne office on 29 June 2009, and 
earlier in my emaii to Ms Shepherd of 25 June. 

CBH's transport requirement and its requirement that grain growers or marketers acquire 'supply chain 
coordination services from CBH", being conditions of its offering to suppiy storage and handling services, 
comprise what it calls Grain Express. 

Last year CBH asked us to endorse Grain Express. On the basis of our five years experience in exporting 
grain from Western Australia we endorsed Grain Express (see attachment 1) because it promised central 
coordination of grain freight in place of the previous less efficient vessel by vessel coordination and in the 
forthcoming (and now achieved) deregulated export market the supply chain from up country receivai site to 
port might have proved unmanageable. 

However our endorsement was conditional on (1) CBH Operations being completely separated from CBH's 
marketing arms Grain Pool Pty Ltd and Agra Gorp Pty Ltd and (2) CBH sharing 50150 with us in any payable 
receivable demurrage and despatch as per charter party rate. The first condition was based on our 
experience that CBH favoured its subsidiaries and the former monolith AWB over other marketers like our 
company. The second condition was based on the need to hold CBH accountable if it wanted to be the 
exclusive transport organiser. if CBH-organised transport failed we could not afford to be stuck. 
Furthermore in the previously regulated export market, CBH had only one significant customer, the earlier 
discredited AWB. AWB used to coordinate and plan delivery to port and CBH used to organise trains and 
trucks. AWB and CBH being monopolists and AWB being able to bury costs in pools, there was little 
previous discipline on CBH or AWB to organise transport to port efficiently and at least cost. 

Thus our conditions of support for Grain Express were justified. In the event the conditions were not met and 
Grain Express does not have our support. 

CBH said in briefing us that a key feature of Grain Express was that the grower would pay for transport to 
port. The marketer was not to be charged for transport. CBH did not foreshadow any surge charge of the 
kind that in fact it has imposed this season. 

However we wish to be quite clear that we support centrally organised transport to port. We would expect 
that a centrai organiser could organise transport to port for less cost and in better time and without 
congestion at port or on the railways than if the transport to port was organised by individual marketers. That 
CBH has faiied in these regards underscores the case that Grain Express be terminated. 
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The failure Is Illustrated in six of Glencore Grain's shipments, details of which follow in the next section. The 
failure is also one which CBH admits (details para 9). 

2. IMMEDIATE LOSSES CAUSED BY GRAIN EXPRESS 

2.1. Outline of losses to Glencore Grain 

The Immediate losses to Glencore Grain are demurrage charges Incurred because CBH delayed delivery of 
grain to port, and surge charges which CBH Imposed on Glencore Grain to overcome delays. 

2.2. Delivery to port arrangements 

The term or condition of Grain Express that to the extent that grain remains In CBH's custody austomers may 
only acquire transport servlces from CBH was given effect In CBH's standard 2008109 Grain Services 
Agreement (GSA). Glencore Grain is a party to the GSA. The GSA covers a number of services by CBH 
including CBH's grain handling servlces for the grower and CBH's port oulturning for marketers, that Is, the 
bulk loading of grain at port into a ship. The latter service is provided under sec 10 of the GSA. A form of 
the GSA accompanied CBH's submission with Its notlficatlon to your commission. 

The key provisions of sac 10 of the GSA may be summarised as follows: 

o Under cl lO.l(b) 'Port Outturning Services' did not include rail or road transporl costs from a 
Destination Site (one of some 10 sites where CBH accumulate grain fmm receival siles). 
This is consistent with the grower meeting these costs. 

o The marketer would request a particular loading slot at a port by means of an Outtum 
Request Form to CBH - cl 10.2. 

o Under cl 10.3 on receipt of that form CBH was either to accept or reject the request In the 
form. Para (b) of the clause allows rejection on any of eight reasons induding insufficlent 
grain entiuement, the grain being unavailable because of fumigation, force majeure 
preventing the schedullng of vessels and "the requested date, time or timeframe is not 
acceptable as a result of transport capacity Issues or other operational concerns'. Thus if 
CBH at the time of receiving a request expected delay in transporting grain to port to meet a 
request It was required to take this into account and could reject a request for that reason. 
Given lhe permissible reasons for rejection, If a request was accepted the marketer could 
expect that those reasons were not of concern to the marketer's application. The 
acceptance of a request for a loading would indicate that there were no transport capacity 
issues or other operational concerns for the loading. 
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o CI 10.4 provldes: "Upon acceptance of an Outturn Request, CBH shall Outturn the Graln In 
accordance with the Cargo Outturn Request Form and all other provisions of this Agreement' 
Thls is a clear indlcatlon that a loading slot that has been accepted is to be adhered to by CBH. 
Equally it is to be adhered to by Glencore Grain as the customer because cl 10.9 says lhat the 
customer is to meet repositionlng costs of CBH if grain is not shipped in accordance with the 
outturn request form. 

o CI 10.16 provldes for the partles to share demurrage wsts and "dispatch" (bonuses for early 
loading) and para (a) of the clause states "CBH is willing to participate In DemurragelDlspatch 
arrangements by mutual agreement'. This allows both parties to limit their exposure to 
demurrage costs. 

Sec 15(l)(a) of the GSA provides for the customer, which indudes the grower, to pay transport charges (see 
also para 5.1). 

Thus since transport to port is met by the grower there is no reason for a marketer to be charged for 
transport. If CBH found it had not charged enough for transport it should have worn the loss or charged the 
grower more. Instead CBH created the novel surge charge. 

2.3. Surge Charges 

On 17 February 2009 CBH announced (see attachment 2) that an additional transport charge, called a 
surge charge, was payable in order to avoid ships being placed further down the queue. CBH's emall 
request was sent to Glencore Grain at the end of the working day. It advlsed of "accelerated acwmuiation" 
'to deal with the congested shlpping llne up for FebruaryIMarchlApril". All exporters were asked to contribute 
to the cost of the acceleration and to agree to do so by the end of the next day, failing which i t  was said "If 
any exporter does not accept the proposal and additlonal costs, CBH will need to review the stem and 
loading dates and re-offer to those market= that are willing participants". In other words without paying for 
the acceleration, an exporter risked being placed further back in the queue for export. Thare are three things 
to note about the surge charge request: 

(i) the marketer was penalised by further delay if the marketer did not agree. The request put 
the marketer under duress. 

(li) the request was not made under or referenced to Grain Express or to the GSA. However 
under cl15.l(a) of the GSA Glencore Grain had to accept CBH's transport to port. 1.e. the 
CBH monopoly of transport to port denied Glenwre any alternative to paying the surge 
charge. 

(iii) allowing a mere day for a reply prevented serious consideration of aitematlves. 

In these circumstances Glencore Grain was forced to agree to the surge charge. it agreed under protest. 
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The reason why CBH could impose surge charges on marketers was that under Graln Express marketers 
were not allowed to use any other transport to port bar CBH's. 

The surge charge being an afterthought of CBH arising after Glenwre Grain had agreed prices with its 
growers, the charge could not be passed on to the growers. On the other hand for CBH's grain trading 
business, which is predominantly by pool, the surge charge could generally be added to the costs in pools 
(which at that time would not have been distributed). Thus CBH in imposing the surge charge harmed its 
grain trading competitors but not CBH's own grain trading businesses. 

The surge costs would have been mittgated for the present shipments KCBH had accepted Giencore Graln's 
offer of transoort. 

2.4. CBH's further development of surge charges 

For the purpose of obtaining loading dates in the month of June 2008, CBH has required that Glenwre Grain 
sign "CBH Capacity Shipping Standard Terms and Conditions". These terms require payment of a "Surge 
Fee" defined as "Surge Tonnage by the Surge Tonnage Rate'. The Surge Tonnage appears to be a 
percentage of the maximum tonnage per vessel covered by the agreement. By reference to Schedule 1 to 
the agreement the following is an example of the Surge Fee for a 50,000 tonnes vessel at Esperance, 1.e. 

37.f9% of 10,000 tonnes x 5 (maximum tonnage for this vessel) x $4.78 per tonne - - 
$88,800.00 

The Surge Fee is additional to the Base Fee under the agreement which in fact Is the loading charge under 
the other agreement covering port services, namely the GSA. There is no other deflnilion of the Surge Fee. 
We are not told whether the Surge Fee Is for transport or for any other purpose. 

Thus CBH Is now imposing on us as part of Graln Express a mere levy, a totally untransparent charge, which 
Is as high as $88,800.00 per vessel. 

2.5. Absence of statutory authority for surge charge 

The Bulk Handling Act 1957, which is further considered In sec 10.2 below, expressly regulates the bulk 
handling operations of CBH. 

The Act contains no provlsions allowing the surge change to be Imposed. Part V of the Act contains a limited 
power for CBH to charge for a special purpose subject to approval of shareholders In meetings and subject 
to the Governor In Council fixing the charge. 

The regulation of special charges under the Act hlghllghts their exceptional or special character and that 
special charges may not merely be fixed by agreement or agreement under duress with CBH. 
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2.6. Delay leading to demurrage charge 

In the January to March 2009 period Glencore Grain incurred delays in the loading of six ships, the MVs 
Young Spring, Palriot, Captain Diamantls, F&K, CS Green and Lupinus. The delay in loading the MV F&K 
is illustrative. 

- In accordance with sec 10 of the GSA on 12 January 2009 Glencore Graln requested CBH for barley 
to be loaded at the port of Albany between 23 and 31 January 2009, a request agreed to that day by 
CBH. The timing of this notice was also governed by "CBH Priority Harvest Shipping Terms and 
Conditions". We believe that these terms and conditions do not override the above provisions of cl 
10. 

- 10 days later on 22 January CBH purported to withdraw its acceptanoe. However by then Glencore 
Graln's ship the MVmF&K was on its way and it duly arrived within time, at Albany, on 27 January 
2009 and was then ready to load. 

- In fact CBH was not ready to load the F&K until 24 February by whlch time other shipments of 
Glencore Grain were also delayed by CBH. To mlnimlse the delays Glencore Graln agreed with CBH 
to swap the 24 February loading slot from the F&K to another delayed ship the MV "Lupinus" 

- On 6 March 2009 the F&K finally commenced loading barley at Albany and it sailed on 8 March, late 
just under f ~ e  and a half weeks, whlch equated to 36.538194 laytime days used. 

Z E  
OF- - The demurrage for lhe five plus weeks delay or 36.538194 laylime days was- The only KCn 

reason for the delay was CBH's delay in transporting barley to the port. L G  En 
30 - The surge charge imposed by CBH on the F&K was- 
X, u a  

B 

Glencore Grain's shipments on the other vessels mentioned above were generally similarly delayed by 
CBH's transport of grain to these vessels. 
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2.7. Total surge and demurrage charges 

The total surge charges and demurrage charges on Glencore Grain are summarised below 

The total delay in loading ships was 123.318754 laytime day. This is an average of 20.5531 laytime days Zi 5 
per ship which on any view is grossly excessive. The usual laylime per vessel is one lo two days and a ol- 
iayiime of four to five days has hitherto been regarded as extreme. E rn  

LL- 

The total demurrage cost, and the total surge costs known at 17April2009 which with interest and recovery d.2 
charges came to were the subject of a letter of demand to CBH dated 17 April 2009 which gE 
was rejected by CBH a month later. The fact of the delays, that demurrage was incurred on those delays 3 0  

and that surge charges were payable Is understood not to be disputed by CBH. 

Captbiamantis (2) 
Bal afler C Diam (2) 
Swap to CBH 
Totals 

2.8. Grain Express helped CBH to impose these losses 

The above delays could have been reduced by alternative or additlonal transport. In the latter part of 
January 2009 1 had phone discussions on the problem of delays in transport to portMth DrA Crane, then 
incoming Chief Executive Officer, Mr T Colllns, Executive Manager, Logistics Strategy, and Ms J McMiles. 
Manager Customer Accounts, all of CBH and offered for Glencore Grain to Itself truck the grain to port for the 
F&K and the other ships, and thus to reduce the delay in their loading. These offers were rejected by CBH. 
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Had they been accepted It is noted that we stlll would have been requlred to pay transport wsts to CBH, 
under cl 15.1 (a) of the GSA. 

Curiously CBH's marketing a n  did not necessarily suffer the same loading delays as us. For example the 
MV "Bulk Monaco" for the CBH subsidiary Grain Pool, arrived on the stem on 20 January 2009 -that Is Its 
name appeared on the list of vessels allocated loading slots at port (which CBH published on its webslte) on 
20 January, whlch in ihe ordinary course of events meant that it was nominated and accepted on that date. 
The ship began loading that day, without any delay. A system of loadlng that allows the related party (Graln 
Pool) to load without any delay one day but seven days later requires the competitor (Glencore Grain) to wait 
five and a half weeks to load Is suspect and ought not to be sanctioned. 

2.9. The delays and losses affect the grain trading public, not just Glencore Grain 

Total laytime delays of over 123 days in loading just six vessels plus the surge cwts are all detrlments to the 
public who incur these costs, that Is our company, our customers, and the growers from whom we buy. 

Glencore Grain does not experience loading delays of five weeks for grain ships or average delays of 20 

days per vessel in other parts of the world or in the eastern states. 

3 TRANSPORT 

3.1 Under Grain Express CBH did not use all available transporf 

o f  Glencore Grain and I have been advised by-f *u1 
Australian Railroad Group that during January and February 2009 when CBH delayed transport of grain to W 

0 the ports. ARG had train sets available for hauling grain to port. CBH had reduced the number of train sets =, 
It used by one in September 2008 to save money and did not resume using thls set until the crisis in loading 
ships in February. Thus one reason for the delays in getting graln to portwas CBH's failure to organise 
sufficient trains. 

3.2 Charges under Grain Express are 38% higher than previously 

CBH's charges for transport are on average 38% higher under Graln Express than prevlousiy. Attachment 3 
shows transport rates from some 24 recelval sites to their zone port or port terminal and also average 
transport prices per tonnefrom 2004 to 2008-2009. For the last harvest, 2008-2009, the average rose by 
$7.63 to $23.45, an increase of 38.78% on the previous year. 
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This is despite the fact that for the last harvest factors such as the much larger volume of grain (8,915,000 
tonnes compared to the previous yeal's harvest of 5,820.000 tonnes') and a drop in fuel prices of about 50% 
should have kept prices steady. 

3.3 Road transport of grain at present often cheaper than CBH rate 

Our research shows that generally road haulage is cheaper than the rate CBH nominate for a given haulage 
task. In attachment 4 we show road haulage rates from different inland grain storage sites within a zone to 
the port for the zone. In only one case, Lake Grace to Albany Is the CBH rate substantially cheaper than 
road. 

CBH's chief executive officer Dr A Crane sald on 24 June 2009 (see attachment 6) in relation to CBH's 
transport of grain to port during the last harvest that: 

CBH planned to use more road transport 

CBH is prepared to "divert investment into improving the rail track if it sees similar support from 
the rail lines" 

"the problem is the pipeline between" the upcountry receival sites and the ports. (The "pipeline" 
was Dr Crane's description of his company's organisation of transport to port.) 

The combination of (i) CBH acknowledging that more road transport will be used, (ii) CBH's transport being 
dearer than what a marketer can contract direct with a carrier and (iii) road lransport requiring less central 
organisation than rali transport, undermlnes the case for Grain Express. 

3.4 Grain Express is used to overcharge for t iansport 

One example of transport under Grain Express is the case of-wheat grower, who sought to 
transport IOOOt of wheat to the Metropolitan Grain Centre. Perth, f r o m ~ o v e ~ k i l o m e t r e s  to the - CBH quoted $31.80 a tonne whereas!-~ould have charged $25.60 a tonne. 
CBH informed-hat if he chose to do this, then they would charge another receivaifee at the 
Metropolitan Grain Centre, which would have comprised $10.50 a tonne and $1.15 sampling fee, a total of 
$11 6 5 .  A fee for the grain's receivai and sampling by CBH a t m a d  already been paid. To avoid 
the $1 1.65 impost -greed to CBH transporting the grain, for which CBH contracted- 
Transport. In the result -paid $6 a tonne or $6000 more than if he had contracted wlth- 
directifi The $6000 required by CBH was a levy or a tax. 

2 
' ABARE crop Report no 150, June 2009, p 15. 

A less detailed verslon of this inctdent of overcharging is given in para 4.18 of the PGAsubrnIssion on the ACCC on 
the port terminal services access undertaking of CBH. 
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The truck used b y s  the same as the truck it would have used if-had contracted 
dlrectiy with-. 

P 
3.5 Effect of gr id capacity on transport 

Each port has a grid at which lncomlng grain is weighed anddischarged and fed to grain elevators or other 
storage. 

An effect of Grain Express is to control the road and rail movementto each port to meet the capacity of the 
grid at the port. Othenvise trucks and tralns can queue for long times to reach the grld. 

If the grid capaclly is llmlted then at peak times, such as the period to March, output or loading capacity of 
the ports will be limited. 

If however there are multiple transporters of grain to a port there will be demand for larger or additional grids 
at the port. It is not expensive, and tlme can be found, to increase grld capacity and it can be financed from 
the additional deliveries and deliverers to the port. Multiple transporters in turn give the grower greater 
choice as to how hls or her graln gets to port. 

Incidentally the issues surrounding grld capacity, which are plainly critical in the grain supply chain, are 
nowhere addressed in CBH's submission to the cammlsslon on Grain Express. 

in the urwmstances an effect of Grain Express is to preserve limited grld capacity and prevent increased 
grid capacity. This in turn limits the transport cholces of growers and In times of peak exports limits the 
output capacity of ports. Thls Is clearly a public detriment. 

4 FINANCIAL ASPECTS - M E  " INDEPENDENT FREIGHT FUND" 

CBH says at para 3.37 of its submlsslon to the commission that it wlll establish an "independent Freight 
Fund. in the main rali and road export agreements' which CBH will manage and administer and which will be 
externally audited. An annual financial report will be given to NACMA and PGA. It is assumed that freight 
charges or at least their surplus will be fed into this fund. 'It is intended that deductions to freight rates will 
be made from any previous years' surpluses' (para 3.38 of the submission). 

Thls is a very unusual fund. It is obviously to be cunlrolled by CBH and the road and rail carrierswith which 
It contracts yet it is called an "independent" fund. The fund is not said to have trustees or rules. No budget 
has been published. Normally when you pay for transport you simply pay the transport provlder- you don't 
set up a joint fund with the provider. 

The contributors to the fund like Gienwre Grain and other marketers do not have any control over the fund. 

NACMA and PGA are cited as recipients of the annual reports of the fund. It is understood that neither body 
has been approached by CBH for this role nor have they received any annual report yet. 
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If freight charges are designed to produce a surplus for lean years there should have been a surplus from 
last season's large #vest:yet Glencore Grain and other marketers had to pay the extra "surge" freight 
charges for the last harvest. 

CBH said it was unlikely with a multiplicity of marketers that the "fmed cost component of the freight task 
wuld be insured" (para 6.19(11) of the CBH submission). But what is this flxed cost component? There are 
no details at all. Nor is it obvious that there was some ongoing fee payable by CBH for rail transport since 
the previous rail "industry contract" was expected to expire in October 2008 (para 2.66 of the CBH 
submission). 

Another promlse by CBH, at para 3.42 of its submission was that It would be in a position to 

provide Marketers and transpoifers wifh accurate and dkaggregafed 
information regarding the freight costs involved in movlng grain. 

Contrast this with surge costs which are expressed as a percentage increase In accumulations In a port for 
which the cost varles between $4.78 and $6.24 per tonne. The rates have no relation to distance or to the 
actual cost of overcoming a blockage or delay in land transport. In fact no disaggregated information about 
transport costs has been given by CBH at all. 

Glencore Grain cannot have any confidence in an unstructured, opaque fund of this klnd to which it is forced 
to make payments. It is wrong in principle for the commission to sanction a system which forces such 
payments. 

5 LESSENlNGlELlMlNATlNG COMPETITION 

5.1 Elimination of competition under the Grain S e ~ c e s  Agreement 

The principal term of Grain Express is CBH making it a condition of, among other things, loading at port that 
the grain be transported to lhe port by CBH. This is spell out in cl 15(l)(a) of the Grain Services Agreement 
which provides: 

It is a condition of CBH offering the Sen/lces under this Agreement that CBH transports the 
Grain belween tlm Receival S~te and Ihe Deslination Site Nominated bv the Grower or 
between Destination SNes if the Customer wlshes to alter Destination Sites. CBH wfll be 
entitied to charge the Customer for the Freight whether or not the Grain has actually moved 
between Destination Sites. 

The direct effect of that conditlon is that CBH has a monopoly of the transport to port and competition in that 
transport market is denied. 
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5.2 Monopoly Masked As Coordinafion 

The key feature of Graln Express is its eliminating competition to CBH in transporting grain to port. 

CBH has explained Grain Express in a publication on its website entitled "Frequently Asked Questions'. In 
answer to Frequently Asked Question 1 Grain Express Is described as "an industry initiative under which 
transport, storage and handling services will be packaged and managed by CBH Grain Operations". In 
CBH's submisslon to your commission in support of the notfication of Grain Express. Grain Express is 
described as a "new coordinated logistics model" (para 1.7), or a "bundled receival, storage. handling. 
logistics and transport service" (para 3.2(iii)), in which "CBH will become the head contractor for transport 
services" (para 3.35) and "CBH will occupy the Supply Chain coordination role for all grain held In its 
custody" (para 6.31). 

In fact there has been no coming together of members of the grain indusky investing CBH with the role of 
coordination. There has been no "Industry initiative". Glencore Grain's support was on the basis of two 
conditions which CBH has not met (see sec 2, p 2). 

The direct effect of CBH making i t  a condition of, among other things. loading at port that the graln be 
transported to the port by CBH is that CBH has a monopoly of that transport. Nowhere in the Frequently 
Asked Questions or in the CBH submission to ybur commission is the creation of the monopoly mentioned. 

Glencore Grain has no Issue with CBH offering coordination to avold ad hoc or uncoordinated, and thus 
costly either to CBH or to marketers, movement of grain from country sites. But CBH overstates the problem 
when it says 'any ability of Marketers to require the movement of particular parcels of grain to occur in an ad- 
hoc or uncoordinated fashion increases the Incidence of capaclty waste, particularly in Country sites." 
(CBH submission, para 2.49, emphasis added). Marketers don't act perversely. That coordination is 
desirable is not the justification for CBH's monopoly. 

It was misleading of CBH lo have masked its creation of a monopoly of transporl to port for itself as mere 
coordlnalion. 

5.3 Elimination of competition masked 

In explaining the effect of Grain Express on competltlon, para 8.1 1 of the CBH submission says: 

As an entry-deterrence strategy, fhe proposed conduct would have no real 
effect in Western Australia. The Grain Express conduct does not prevent new 
entrants from building competitive storage or port loading facilities. Nor does 
the Graln Exoress conduct mevent Marketers from outlurnino lheir amin from 
CBH's custody at a nominakd point, and making their own t;anspo;i and pod 
loading arrangements. In this sense, Grain Express does not foreclose entry. 

There are four grain ports in Western Australia, all operated by CBH. In relation to delays In loading at the 
ports. Dr Crane, said on 24 June 2009 in his press statement (attachment 5): 
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The problem is not the capacity of the up-country receival sites. We have capacify that far exceeds 
the largest crop everproduced, and we have capacity et the ports to oufloed the crop several times 
In a year but the problem is the pipeline between the two.(emphasis added) 

if as Dr Crane says the grain ports and up country rffiieval sites are far more than adequate there will be no 
reason for anyone to invest In further ports and rffiieval sites. if investment in further ports and recelval sites 
Is not likely R is mlsieading of CBH to raise the prospect of such investment as a measure of the competition 
that Grain Express excludes. 

The claim that Grain Express does not prevent outluming at a nominated point and bansporting from that 
point to a port has to be considered against (I) CBH's duty to outturn to port (i.e. not up country) if so 
requested by the person entitled to the grain in the period up to 1 March, under regulation 20(1) of the Bulk 
Handling Regulations 1967; and (2) CBH's policy of 25 June 2009 (attachment 6) that growers may now 
only nominate as destination sites for their grain the four ports and CBH's Metropolitan Grain Centre (MGC). 
The four ports and the MGC are the only places at which customers will 'receive their grain entitlements". 

The statutory duty and the new CBH policy give the export marketer only one place to physically get its grain, 
namely the port. This rules out of consideration alternative delivery points for the grain which are said not to 
be affected by Graln Express and are open to new entrants. it was misleading of CBH to raise this possibiiity 
of an alternative form of delivery to port when there is not one. 

The actual competitive transport to port that Grain Express excludes may be seen particularly at the ports of 
Geraldton and Esperance. At Esperance all deliveries this last season were by road and at Geraldton 67.8% 
were by road (para 3.1 of CBH's "Please Explain" statement of 14 May 2009 to the ACCC). Forty percent of 
the Geraldton deliveries would have been deliveries direct by the growers and at Geraldton 20% of the 
above figure, 1.e. some 13.56%, would have been by growers (CBH submission para 2.96 (iii) and (iv)). 

If CBH agrees to growers delivering direct to port then It should be able to agree to marketers delivering 
direct to port. The need lo coordinate transport, so that where possible it goes by rall, does not exist or has 
been abandoned at Esperance and Is slight at Geraldton. Thus this rail]ustification for Grain Expressdoes 
not exist for Esperance and is slight for Geraldton. Yet at both ports Grain Express excludes Glencore 
Graln and other marketers delivering their grain. 

5.4 The Grain Express Conduct Characterised As Third Line Forcing 

It is submitted that it may be inferred from CBH's conduct of: - itself not operating transport from up country receival points to port or performing any transport 
function for which it charged; 

- contracting with Australian Railroad Group and road carrlers to provide such transport; - billing either growers or marketers for such transport so that it was not out of pocket for the transport: 

that the condition imposed by CBH in supplying port loading or outturning services to marketers is that the 
marketers acquire transport to port indirectly from ARG or the road carriers. Such a condition attached to 
port loading or outturning is exclusive dealing of the kind described ins 47(6), i.e. CBH 
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(a) supplies, or ojfors lo supply, goods or services; 
... 

on the condition thal !heper,so~i to wltom !he corpora!ion supplies ... will acqttire goods or services of 
a parlicular kind or descrip~ion directly or indirectly fmm arroflrerpcrso~t not being a body 
corporate related to tlte corporation. 

Accordingly the notification to revoke sanctionlng of the conduct should be given under s 90(3A). The 
reasons for giving such a notiflcation have been given in sec 6 below. 

5.5 Detriment To The Public Constituted By Lessening Of Competition Resulting From 
Grain Express ~5 ol- 

rYm 
Included in this detriment is: k G  

m u  - the demurrage and surge charge and related costs o f n d  the deiays totalling [ ] 
hours in loading vessels. 

E F  
30 

I - 
- similar demurrage and surge charge costs and delays for other marketers. sd X 

u z  

6 NO PUBLIC BENEFIT HAS RESULTED 

Grain Express has not resulted in any benefit to the public. In its Please Explain memorandum to the 
commission of 14 May 2009, CBH says that less grain would have gone to port without Grain Express. It 
oives no with- and without-comoarison to substantiate this claim. The claim however is im~lausible since 
even without Graln Express there would be some central coordination of transport In the sklf interest of all 
concerned and in CBH's administration of requests for loading slots at ports. Furthermore in the case of 
Esperance and Geraldton there is no or little rail delivery but considerable grower delivery. 

One "igniflcant success' claimed by CBH for Grain Express Is the 'clearance of sites by campaign 
movement" and "surge grain to porf (para 4.1 of the Please Explain memorandum). This fails to mention 

, , 

CBH's extraction of surge charges from marketers supposedly to get grain to port more quickly. Surge , . c  1 ." , ,. , , . 
charges were and are a levy or tax completely outside Grain Express. ti': c?i 

3 -  . r The benent of timely vansport of grain to port has not been ach eved. Instead marketers have incurred ~3 , 
delays in transport to port- 123 iaytime days, c o s t i n g n  the case of Glencore Grain -' . 1 ' 1 -  . , 
(para 2.7). 

-- - 
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The benefit of efficient use of trains was no1 achieved: train sets were idle during the period of the delays 
(para 3.1). Such a benefit is unlikely with CBH itself moving away from trains (para 3.3) and with the parlous 
state of the grain rail network. 

The benefit of lower transport costs to port have not been achieved. Instead costs have increased on our 
calculation over the prevlous year by 38% (para 3.2).. The surge charge Is set to continue at amounts 
such as $88,800.00 per vessel (para 3.7). A grower,-, was requlred by CBH to pay an extra 
$6000 for transport of a mere 1000t of wheat, even though the transport he had organised and which CBH 
used was by exactly the same carrier using exactly the same truck (para 3.4). 

The benefit of transparency in transport costs Is not achieved when the surge cosis are levied as a fee per 
tonne, when there is an unexplained gap between what CBH charges and the lesser amount CBH's 
contractor charges (as in the experience of-, para 4.5, or as is apparent In the comparison of road 
and CBH rates In attachment 4). 

The surge costs of -imposed on GlenmreGrain could not have been imposed if CBH had 
allowed Glencore Grain to use its own transport to overcome delays in CBH-organised transport. Instead 
CBH adhered to the condition of Grain Express that all transport to port be acquired from CBH. The above 
surge costs, which are a substantial detriment to Glencore Grain, following dlrectly from the lessening of 
competition in the market for transport, a market reduced to one supplier. CBH. 

7 BREACH OF RING FENCING 

The surge charge fell on Glencore Grain and could not be passed on to its growers (with whom the selling 
price had already been fixed) but if the charge was imposed on CBH's subsidiaries ii could be included in 
pool costs and thus passed on to growers (para3.2). 

The case of the Bulk Monaco raises suspicions that when Glencore Grain suffered delays in CBH-organised 
transport to port, CBH's subsidiary Grain Pool did not suffer such delays. (para 2.211 

CBH needlessly delayed on one occasion the unloadiog of Glencore Graln's wheat at a country site, a 
practice which cost the carrier another load that day; and a practice which it does not impose on its trading 
subsidlarles (para 3.6). 

The impracticallty of expecting effectbe ring fencing between CBH's transport coordination role and its 
marketing arm can be seen in the all encompassing market information it requires for the transport role, 
namely: 

the best posslble lnformatlon from: 

(i) Growers, regarding lheir expected crops - encompassing grain types, varieties and prolecfed 
yields of each grain in an upcoming harvest; 

(iJ transporters, regarding lher available trucks, trains and rolling stock and accurafe scheduling on 
the availabllity of this transporl capacity; and 
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(iio Marketers, regarding thelrprojected current, shorf range and long range marketing forecasts, 
coupled with their specific shipping plans and individual vessel nominations.(para 2.44 CBH 
submission) 

It is a fair rlsk, probably inevitable, that some information of this kind will pass to the marketing arm and thus 
be able to be used against Glencore Grain and other marketers. CI 4.6(11) of the CBH Ring Fencing 
Arrangements and Policy also allow CBH to pass to Grain Pool and Agra Corp information about grain 
received by CBH. Thus information about grain planned for shipment from a port, even if it does not identify 
the marketer, given to Grain Pool or Agra Corp can trigger them to offer grain of a higher quality or better 
price to undercut the marketer. 

The present situation is as unreassurlng as if Qantas wntmlled Virgin Blue's landing and takeoff slots. 

8 MISLEADING STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE NEED FOR GRAIN EXPRESS 
9 

Misleading or unsubstantiated statements by CBH about the need for Grain Express in our view undermine 
the case for Grain Express. These are three serious examples of such statements. 

8.1 CBH needs to guarantee equitable access to transport. 

In CBH's "Frequently Asked Questions" the answer to question 2 "Why is Grain Express being introduced?" 
includes the following: 

In large harvest years CBH Graln Operetlons needs to guarantee equitable access for all marketers 
to the avaiieble tmnsport resources 

However lhere is in fact no shortage of trucks and trains to carry grain to port. In the last harvest ARG has 
advised us that they had a whole train unused. Glenwre Graln had access to trucks to take graln to port In 
February and later (but CBH would not allow us to use them). Marketers or growers are not denied access to 
trucks and railways, but CBH denies access to the routes, from up country to port, where they are needed. 

Glencore Grain welcomes CBH or another body organising truck and rail transport to port to bring down its 
cost and toensure that it is timely. But it is mlsleading to say that marketers need equitable access to 
transport to be guaranteed by CBH. They already have the access and they don't need a guarantee from 
CBH. 

8.2 Marketers are accused of gaming 

CBH says at para 8.20 of its submission: 

CBH submits that, in such a post-Single Desk envlronment, It is esssntlal that grain movements are 
controled by a single entity, and that Marketers are not in a position to engage in strategic conduct 
in grain movements to the detriment of heir competitors. 
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CBH have not given any evidence of "strategic conduct' by a marketer. I have been in the grain marketing 
industry for decades and I do not believe thwarting other marketers' transport arrangements is something 
that a particular marketer would engage in. 

All over the wodd Glencore Grain BV and its competitors arrange transport to port. Glencore's transport to 
port has never been thwarted or interfered with by a competitor - with the exception of the delays CBH 
caused to our transport this last season. 

CBH has raised an entirely unfounded fear and in so doing creates a misleading impression of the need for 
Grain Express. 

8.3 Unsubstantiated and other claims by Synergies Economic Consulting 

It is significant that the economists who reported on the "Benefits of Grain Express' dM so without any 
gathering or reporting of data. Instead their report, whlch is attached to the CBH submission in support of the 
notification to the commission is variously: pap ("logistics chains are dynamic ...'(p ara 2.3.1), "competitive 
dynamic between grain marketers to strategically interact ..." (para 2.3.2), 'lines of accountability' (para 
2.3.5)); euphemistic ("narrow-gauge ... is Inherently more vulnerable to modal shlftm(para 2.3.4)); groundless 
discrediting (pre Grain Express "arrangements confer upon marketers a significant degree of leverage in the 
railing task enabling the manipulation of rail movements to support individual marketer imperatives at the 
cost of the supply chain as a whole.'(p 3), "gaming Incentives ... antagonistic to supply chain efficiency' (para 
2.3.4)); unsubstantiated (that the recelvals from growers will be speeded up under Grain Express (4.1.1)); 
and contradicted by CBH (claims as to "enhanced rail efficiency" (para 4.3.1) are contradicted by the CBH 
chief executive saying that CBH planned to use more road transport (see attachment 5)). 

One particular claim (at para 5.2.2) is that Grain Express is likely to promote tall competitlon between rail 
providers. This is contrary to all experience since privatization more than 10 years ago, which is that on the 
narrow gauge railways of Western Australia and South Australia there never has been any competition 
between train operators. In Victoria and New South Wales the incumbent Pacific National withdrew from 
operating grain trains and in New South Wales so unattractive was the prospect of rail haulage of grain that 
the state government gave the local grain handler, GrainCorp, free locomotives and rolling stock (see 
attachment T ) !  

The claimed precedents for centralisation of supply chain management, the Goonyella - Dalrymple Bay 
system and the Hunter Valley Coal Chain Logistics Team, are both distinguishable in that they were not 
imposed by one party in the logistics chain (as is Grain Express) but by agreement and in the case of 
Goonyella the central coordination was accompanied by QR purchasing additional trains and changing its 
business practices (such physical changes are conspicuously absent from Grain Express). 

9 CBH'S ADMISSIONS OF FAILURE 

CBH has variously made the following admissions about the failings or defects of Grain Express: 
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- On 5 March 2009 in Farm Weekly News, on the internet: "In a remarkable admission to last week's 
Pastoralists and Gralriers Association (PGA) convention, Mr Mencshelyi admitted the new logistics 
system implemented last year was not up to swatch". 'What didnr work well unfortunately with 
Grain Express was that the system that we employed with the first deregulated harvest, we got 
wrong.' Mr I Menschelyi was then the chief executive of CBH. 

- On 24 June 2009 In a report by Reuters about CBH and its new chief executive (see attachment 5) 
'CBH blamed the problems on the poor state of the Western Australlan rali network whlch limited its 
ability to move grain to port to fill walling ships." 

- In CBH's Mr C Tutt's letter to Glencore Grain's Managing Director of 13 May 2009 rejecting payment 
to Glencore of the demurrage and surge charges Qiencore incurred because of the shipping delays: . ~ 

'Chris, I fully appreciate ~lencore's cokerns about the recent events, but I ask that you 
acknowledge that CBH incurred significant costs in this period. These costs should remain with 
each party ... The significant costs were stated in the letter to be over_" 

In summary CBH admits that Grain Express was not up to scratch, was struggling, relied on a poor raifway 
and even caused significant loss for CBH. 

CBH further explalns the shipping delays in para 1.1 af Its Please Explain memorandum of 14 May 2009, 
which was in answer to a letter from the commission to CBH's lawyers of 29 April 2049 seeklng information 
on the contribution of Grain Express to the 'congestion problems' and the delays in loading vessels. CBH 
gave fwe factors causing "congestion in the WA export supply chain*. 

Four of the factors seem implausible or not significant: (I) the increase in the number of marketers was 
Imminent and many marketers had already operated in the state; (ii) yes the harvest was large but half a 
million tonnes less than two years before3 - so the capaclty should have been there; (iv) the lateness of the 
harvest extended the overall period of deliveries but it did not cause bunching and thus congestlon; and (iv) 
the flood of nominations for loading vessels in late January 2009 of itself did not cause congestion - a 
nomination should only lead to acceptance by CBH after matters such as congestion have been taken into 
account. 

The remaining, fiflh, factor glven was "miscellaneous factors including underperformance of rail 
infrastructuren which jars with CBH on 24 June solely blaming h e  poor state of Ule railways for the shipping 
delays. 

In our view other claims in the memorandurn do not appear convincing. Fumigatlon activity should not be 
blamed for delays (para 1.12) as they are a matter to consider in whether to accept a nomination. To blame 
restrictions on daylight running of trains (para 1.13) is odd if the track is run down and if the restriction is self 
imposed (as we understood It was). 

3 2008-2009 was 8,915,000 tonnes according to ABARE Crop Report no 150, June 2009, whereas the 2006-2007 
harvest was 9,436,000 tonnes. 
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The fourth factor above, a flood of nominations, requires further comment. In para 1.24 of its Please Explain 
memorandum CBH says: 

CBH recognised that to Insist on its contractual right to reject nominations, whilst preveniing there 
being a backlog of ships on the sfem could still result in damage to Australia's repufation as a grain 
exporter due to the large number of contractual defaults that would occur as opposed lo the incurring 
of delay costs. 

First, this is an admission that CBH accepted nominations or requests for loading slots in full knowledge that 
transport of grain to fill the slots would be delayed. Secondly it shows CBH imposing delay costs on 
marketers. Thirdly It shows CBH second guessing how marketers should run their business. Time and 
resources do not permit us to establish whether CBH took the same approach to its marketing arms. 

In summary putting aside CBH's implausible excuses of f4 May 2009, CBH admits that Grain Express was 
not up to scratch, was struggling, relied on a poor railway and even caused significant loss for CBH. Thus 
as a kind of exclusive dealing, Grain Express has to be characterised, for the purpose of s 90(3), as not 
likely to result in a benefit to the public. 

10 OTHER GROUNDS FOR NOT SANCTIONING GRAIN EXPRESS 

10.1 Grain Express Is Not Exclusive Dealing Within S47(2) Of The Trade Practices Act 

CBH's Notication of Exclusive Dealing to the commission of 11 June 2008 described the Grain Express 
conduct as follows: 

In substance, CBH will o h r  to supply storage and handling services on the 
condition that Growers of Marketers acquire: 

(i) Supply Chain coordination setvices from CBH: and 

(ii) to the extent that grain remains in CBH's custody, that they acquire 
transport services from CBH (through its nominated carrier). 

The CBH submlsslon supporting the notification says, without more, at paragraph 1.2 that this is conduct 
within s 47(2) of the Trade Practices Acl. The commission accepted this characterisation, at paragraph 4.2 
of its decision of 8 September 2008. also without giving reasons. 

The condition described is set out in cl15.l (a) of the Grain Services Agreement, wnlch provides: 

It is a condition of CBH offering the Services under this Agreement that CBH transpwts the 
Grain between the Receive1 Site and the Destination Site Nominated by the Grower or 
between Destination Sites if the Customer wishes to alter Desffnalion Sifes. CBH will be 
enfitled to charge the Customer for the Freight whether w m t  the Grain has actually moved 
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befween Destination Sites. 

(The Services mentioned in this clause include Outturning or loading of grain at a port) 

S 47(2) relevantly provides: 

A wrporation engages in the pracflce of exclusive dealing iffhe corporation: 

(8) supplies, or offers to supply, goads or services; 
... 

on the condflion that the person to whom the corporation supplies, w offers or proposes 
to Supply, the goods or sewices ... : 

(4 will not, or wlll not except lo a limlted extenf, acquire goods or services, or goods 
or services of a parficuier kind or description, directly or indirectly from a 
competitor of the corporation or from a wrnpetitor of a body corporate related to 
the corporation; 

The condition mentioned in this provision may be established by reference to conduct and circumstances, 
under s 47(13). However the CBH submission did not refer to conduct or circumslances to do this. 

One is left to interpret the natural meaning of the words in the condition described in CBH's notification w the 
condition as it is in cl 15(i)(a) of the Grain Services Agreement. In either case the words on their face do not 
requlre the customer of CBH not to acqulre "Supply Chain'coordination services or transport services from a 
competitor of CBH. 

Thus the condition notified is not about conduct of the kind in s 47(2). A consequence is that the notification 
to the commission of 1 I June 2008 is not in accordance wilh s 93(1) because it is not about CBH engaging 
or proposing to engage in s 47(2) conduct. For this reason the notification does not have any effect and, it is 
submitted, the commission's decision of 8 September 2008, which treats the notification as in accordance 
with s 93(3), should be withdrawn. 

10.1 Non Compliance With The Bulk Handling Act 1967 And Bulk Handling 
Regulations 1967 

10.1 .I Incorrect claims 

CBH's bulk handling function is regulated by the Bulk Handling Act 1967 and regulations under the Act. The 
Act and the regulations may thus affect Grain Express. This is explained in the CBH submission, which is by 
lawyers, at paragraph 3.23: 

Under Grain Express, the enfiflement of the owner of grain in CBH's custody is 
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b receive an equivalent quantity, speclflcetlon and quality of grain at !he Destination Slte nominated 
by that owner. 731s is consistent with the Bulk Handling Act and the practical impossibility of 
identh'ylng distinct volumes of grain within a comingled stack. 

The economic submission, by Synergies Economic Consulting, goes further. At paragraph 6.3 it says of 
"decentrallsed transport" or using "pricing signals to coordinate the supply chaln" that this "would tend to 
result in marketers being conferred an entitlement to specific parcels of grain even though such a right does 
not exist under the Buik Handling Act." 

At paragraph 6.3.3 Synergies refer to ss 18 (CBH being custodian of grain received) and 44 (warrants) of the 
Buik Handling Act and concludes: 

In other words, grain marketers are not entfiled under the Act to direct how parcels of 
grain are to be handled - the Acf specifically recognises that CBH is able to co-mingle 
grain as the proprielary interest of marketers is limited to securing equivalent quallty 
grain from CBWs bulk stocks. 

Consequently, approaching the management of the transportation task in any manner 
other than allowed for under Grain Express is likely to be at variance to the rights of 
marketers under the Bulk Handling Act. 

As to the first of the above daims, the right to receive grain under Grain Express was limited to "Destination 
Sites'. At the time of the submission there were just 10 recelval sites and the four ports (see paragraph 3.5 
of the submission). CBH has now (see attachment 6) reduced the destination sltes to just the four ports and 
the Metropolitan Grain Centre. 

On the other hand regulation 20(1) of Ute Bulk Handling Regulations provides that subject to s 15 of the Bulk 
Handling Act which deals with riots, unforeseen circumslances etc, "before 1 March in any year (CBH) shall 
deliver grain at any recelval point or port In the State as required by the person entitled to grain" 
(emphasis added). Thus for the period before I March the regulation entitles the warrant holder to delivery to 
any receival point in the state. whereas under Grain Express the warrant holder is entitled only to delivery to 
the four ports and the Metropollan Grain Centre. Clearly the Grain Express entitlement is not consistent with 
the entblement made under the Bulk Handling Act, contrary to the claim in paragraph 3.23 of the CBH 
submission. 

The claim in the Synergies submission that decentralised transport by marketers would "tend' to make them 
entitled to Individual parcels of grain, even though such a right does not exist under the Bulk Handling Act. 
does not accord with practice and possible practice. A marketer may hold warrants for particular grain 
speclficatlons. K the marketer wanls to organise the transport to port of the grain covered by particular 
warrants, the marketer may either agree with CBH the transport required and pay for it, or require thegrain 
to be outturned at a particular site up country and then organised the transport to port. In neither case does 
the marketer have entitlement to indivlduai parcels of grain other than in accordance with a warrant under h e  
Act. 
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The further claim In the Synergies submission that marketers cannot under the Bulk Handling Act direct how 
graln is to be handled needs to be considered against the following: under regulation 19(l)(b) the person 
entitled to the grain who wants lo obtain i t  from CBH shall 'bear any transport charges Incurred in respect of 
grainobtained from" CBH. If the marketer agrees or acquiesces in transport being organised by CBH, the 
marketer must pay for that transport. However neither this regulation nor any other provision of the Bulk 
Handling Regulations or the Bulk Handling Act says that only CBH may organlse that transport - the 
marketer being free to organise the transport the regulation merely requires that he pay for it. Grain Express. 
specifically by means ofcl15.l(a) of the Graln Se~ices Agreement on the other hand takes away this 
freedom of the marketer. Thus it is not correct to say that "grain marketers are not entitled under the Act to 
dlrect how parcels of 
grain are to be handled" or that transportation other than under Grain Express is "Is likely to be at variance to 
the rights of marketers under the Bulk Handling Act" 

10.1.2 Non compliance with the Bulk Handling Act 

As the four grain ports of Westem Australia are a monopoly of CBH, it is appropriate that the public have a 
right to load grain at the ports. This they have under s 19 of the Bulk Handling Act, which provides: 

Subject to this Act and the regulations, the Company shall allow a person, on payment of the 
prescribed charges, the use o f  any bulk handling facilifies and equipmenf controlled by i t  at 
pods in the State. (emphasls added) 

The right to use a graln port is subject only to the Act and the regulations of which the relevant provisions 
are: s 34 under which CBH may charge for providing handling facilities; s 46 under which the warrant holder 
wanting shlpment is to notify CBH after it has arranged its shipping charter and is to furnish prescribed 
partlcuiars: and regulation 19 under which in the case of outturning at the port 'charges that are 
ascertainable in the particular case" are to paid and charges "not definitely obtainable" are to be paid subject 
to later adjustment, transport charges are to be paid and 14 days notice is to be given before dellvery 
commences . There is no power in CBH to make delivery to port conditional, including wnditlonal on it 
or~anlslng transporl. 

On the other hand cl 15.l(a) of the Grain Handling Agreement makes delhrery condltlonal on CBH organising 
transport and charging for transport even Kit does not take place. 

The conflict between the right to use the ports subject to statutory obligations and the right to use subject to 
the transport obligation in the Graln Handling Agreement is resolved by s 41 of the Act which provides: 

Nofwifhstanding any contract or agreement lo fhe contrary, the terms and condltlons provided by, or 
prescribed under, this Act apply lo everyreceival, handling and delivery of grain by fhe Company 

It is submitted that under s 41 the unconditional light to use the ports prevails over the contractual right made 
conditional on CBH organising transport. 

10.1.3 How this affects the ACCC 
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A pmblem with the commission's decision of 8 September 2008 is that it sanctions the transporl requirement 
of Grain Express even though that requirement does not have contractual force and is ineffective because of 
s 19 of the Bulk Handling Act. 

As a matter of public policy or good order It is submitted that a decision of the commission should not 
sanction a trading practice which breaches state law where the decision does not have the effect of 
overriding the state law. Otherwise people will be misled: they may rely on the decision and not comply with 
the state law even though the state law is effective. 

The present is such a case. The comrnlssion's decision of 8 September 2008 does not have the power to 
override s 19 of the Bulk Handling Act. People will be misled by the decision for they may rely on i t  as 
authorising CBH lo make the transportation requlrement in Grain Express, and treats 19 as ineffective even 
though under that section and related provisions the requirement is not permitted. 

It is further submitted that the problem is resolved by s 118 of the Australian Constitution which provides: 

Full faith and credit shaNbe given, fhroughouf the Commonwealth to the laws, the publlc Acts and 
records, and the judicial proceedings of every State. 

i t  is submitted that the provision applies to the commission and is given effect by the commission faithfully 
recognising and giving credlt for the relevant state Act, which in this case is the Bulk Handling Act. On the 
other hand that Act is not given effect i f  the commisslon sanctions a practice not permitted by the Act. 
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Wednesday. 2eTh Moy 2008 
To whom it may concern, 

As active participants and stakeholders in the Western Australian grain industry we have been 
well briefed on Cooperative Bulk Handling's (CBH's) proposed Grain Express system. 

We have been operating as exporters in Western Australia for the past 5 years and have 
continually argued that the old system was anti-competitive, cumbersome and ultimotely set up t o  
service only two customers - Grainpool/Agracorp and AWB. 

The complete separation of CBH operations and its marketing arms of Grainpool and Agracorp is 
fundamentally important for this proposed system to work, otherwise the conflicts of interest 
between bulk handler and marketer make the system blatantly anti-competitive. 

On the provision that there be absolute separation of CBH's bulk handling business and CBH 
marketers Agracorp/Grainpool, we give our support for the proposed Grain Express system to 
proceed. Also as a condition of our support we also fully expect that, since all freight and 
logistics will now be managed by CBH themselves, that they share 50/50 with us in any 
payable/receivable demurrage and despatch as per charter party rate. 

The proposed system has numerous advantages, but at i ts core are the efficiencies which come 
from having all freight centrally coordinated. CBH are the only entity in the WA Grain industry 
which are in a position to make this transition, as they are the only ones who are across all 
aspects o f  the entire supply chain. 

There are significant inefficiencies with the current system because grain movements are not 
effectively coordinated and cargos are often accumulated on a vessel by vessel basis, rather than 
on a whole of supply chain basis. 

. )  As a result of wheat deregulation, marketers' entitlements will be far more fragmented than 
ever before and the proposed Grain Express system is the only way to move forward whilst 
allowing multiple buyers, but centrally coordinating freight t o  maintain supply chain efficiencies. 
Unless this system is in place and operating this harvest, there is a good chance that the supply 
chain would be quite unmonageable and/or for more inefficient. 

While there is still much detail which needs to be assessed, and while we reserve our right to 
withdraw our support a t  any time, at this point in time we consider Grain Express as the only 
viable structure being proposed at this point. 

Yours Sincerely 

Chris Brooks 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 
GLENCORE GRAIN PTY LTD 
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- Fomardsd by KevinTldmaslmelbournslgen rn 24/07/2008 03:39 PM -- 
From: "McMlkr. Jdy" cJcdy.McMilesfZ!cbh.mm.mP 
TO: 
Oae: 171~12008 0608 PM 
Subject "IMPORTANT NOTCE" W e r a t e d  Accumulatlms prapoael 

Dear Customer 

As you may be aware, CBH operations has been working on options to increase accumulatiin capacity above normal 
emorl resources at the four WA aorts over the aast wuole of weeks in order to deal with the maested shbaina line ua 

To data we have been able to introduce additional mad transport resources, re-work ral resources and extended 
operating hours at loading and discharge points and feel confident that this will result in an increase in accumulation by 
an additional 2142% acmss the port zones. 

As all exporters have and will gain benefit from the accelerated accumulation in regard to reduced delays, it is proposed 
that the indusby comes together and all current users of the export services contribute to the additional costs that the 
acceleration will bring on a proportionate basis, dependant on the tonnage to be shipped compared with the percentage 
of acceleration that can occurwithin the portzone. 

Example 

Exporter XYZ has a vessel for 50,000mt max in Esperance. 
Esperance can accelerate accumulations by 30% 1 



Therefore 50,000mt ~ 3 0 %  = 15,000mt 
15,000mt x $5 plt additional costs = $75.000 

It should be noted that this proposal can only work effectively in the way it is presented today if every exporter is 
prepared to contribute and we therefore ask that you conslder this proposal and advise your acceptance by 
COB, Wednesdav 18Ih ~ebruaw 2009. 

If any exporter does not accept the proposal and additional costs, CBH will need to review the stem and loading dates 
and re-offer to those marketers that are willing parkipants. 

Additional ca~acitv and h i o h t  rates that will aw lv  Der uort zone. 

These costs are only vaIM to clear the current ships on the stem thatwill take us into the latter half of Aprll for all zones. 
Using the example above, marketers can calculate the costs per ship. 

Shippino Stem and exoected irnrrmved lcadlnu dates. 

The ETC column is the estimated load date bsed on normal exporl resources. The SURGE column is the estimated load 
dates using addltional resources. 

r... . -- 
Horsharn 1' Emerald - 09/02 19/02: ~ ' 3 6 , 0 0 0 ' + / - 5 ' ~ s p e r a n c e  

Uppercourt 1 EldersToepfer Grain ~ 1 2 / 0 2 ~ 1 3 4 , 8 9 6 1 + N ) ~ w l n a n a  
Alarneda Cargill ~ 0 6 / 0 2 1 2 7 / 0 ? 1 ~ ~ ~  

Savannah 
7 
7 
I 

Rondeau j 2 3 / 0 1  Grain Pool 1 1 8 / 0 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
~ u ~ o n g  1 3 / 0 2  Cargill j 0 2 / 0 3 1 1 9 / 0 3 1 1 ~ ~ ~  

Saga Andorinha Grain Pool ~ @ ~ l ~ / ~ ~  
TEN Grain Pool ~ 1 5 - 2 5 / 0 2 ~ ~ ~ ~  

Bogasari Dua AWB 1 10-23103 110/04'1301031330001+/-101 
TBN 

Graceful 22/1 
TBN [- 
TBN r-X%i- 

Grain Pool -21/04126/04)11/04mTm 
Grain Pool 115-28/03101/05116/041mF- 

Cargill p ? i E x E 1 0 8 / 0 5 1 2 2 / 0 4 ~ ~ -  
i r - I I r - r - l - - - T - - 7  



- ! a d  ~ ~ ~ Z @ h F $ t & i $ ? + j  m m f i  w-m m M  
I Golden Shadow r O B / O i - - - m - - -  ~ 0 6 / 0 2 ~ ~ o 0 r / - 1 0 ~ ~  I 

Bao Xing Joe White '19/02'Ea111,5001+1-5? 
I Grand Victoria 1 - 1  AWE 1 1 4 1 0 2 r 1 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 -  

Lord Byron [T Cargill ~ 0 7 / 0 2 1 1 0 2 / 0 3 ~ ~ 7  

I MV Go Star 1 911 1 Grain Pool 1 29/01 124102 1 1 30,000 1 +/-I0 1 
-- 

Earn m21K)1 
Greatchance 

TEA 1' ~ i e r i n a  ' 2 3 / 0 3 [ 0 3 / 0 5 ~ ' 2 1 , 6 3 0 ~ ~  

I Lup~nus 1 16/01 1 Glencore 1 05/02 126/02rP 125,000 1 +I-5 1 
Serenata 1 1  Gralncorp 1 1 1 / 0 2 1 2 7 / 0 2 1 1 - 7  

Grain Pool ~ ~ 1 0 4 / 0 3 ~ ~ ~  
AWE 1 ~ 1 0 8 / 0 5 1 0 6 / 0 3 m v ~  

TEN 1 

Karim 1-1 camill 131101'02/03k132,000- 

Grain Pool ~ ~ ~ 1 2 6 , 2 5 0 ~ ~  

F F F p i O l B F I F  110.500 I 

Bogasari Dua j ~ lders  ~oepfer Grain 
TEN 30/01~ 

- - . . . . .. . . . . - AWE 

B Indonesia Ca~gl l  
I 

Lok Rajeshwari 123101 
Spar Neptun 1 

John F 

ALIM 

p E - @ ~ ~ 6 8 . 6 8 0 ~  
Grain Pool 1 1 7 / 0 2 ~ 1 1 3 / 0 3 ~ ~ ~ "  

~ l d e r s  ~oepfer   rain 121/03121/03.115/03136,2901- 
AWE ~ 2 0 / 0 2 7 i E q K % T v ~  
Cargill ~&1?6 /03 .118 /03p iZTrTr~  

Fadelsia - 0 3 / 0 2 ~ 0  ~ 2 2 / 0 2 ~ ~ ~ ~  
Bogasari Empat ( 

TEA 1 
TEN 1 
TEN 1- 

Grain Pool [ 0 5 / 0 3 ~ 1 2 2 / 0 3 ~ ~ ~  
Grain Pool 1 1 - 1 4 / 0 3 1 0 2 / 0 4 . 1 2 3 / 0 3 - 7  
Glencore -01-15/03105!P4'125/03-1- 

Grain Pool 110-23/02106/0_4;125/03wv- r - - ~ ~ ~ ~ p . . p z ; - . r  
TBN [ 

Ocean Pearl 1 
Bulk Leo 1 

TEN 30/01 
TEA 1 
TBN p G G - -  

r TEN 1 
Iran Golestan 

Iran Gilan 

Grain Pool 6 - 2 0 / 0 3 ~ 1 2 9 / 0 3 ~ ~ ~  
Elders Toepfer Grain -06/03113/04:130103m+/-10- 

HunterGrain ~ 0 9 / 0 3 ~ ~ ~ -  
Grain Pool -10-23/03p56.7001+/-5 
Grain Pool -1528/03120104:103/041vr 

Cargill ~ 1 6 3 0 / 3 1 2 2 / 0 4 1 0 5 / 0 4 ~ ~  
Emerald ~ 1 6 - 3 0 / 0 3 ~ ~ ~ ~  
Cagill r'?iiK-28/04128/04:108104130,906- 
AWE ~~~~~w 


































